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Details of Visit:

Author: Latestarter
Location 2: Anerley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 7 May 2009 11.30 a.m.
Duration of Visit: 40 mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Debbies Massage
Website: http://www.debbiesmassage.net
Phone: 02086760043

The Premises:

Safe basement flat with front and rear (discrete) entrances. Clean but dull waiting lounge with TV
and video available. The circular bed and mirror wall add zest to the bedroom experience. Maid
offers drinks before and after.  

The Lady:

When I last met Nina, her hair was brown but has now returned to a blond shade closer to her
website photos. What the photos do not show is her beautiful face, sparkling eyes and her happy,
beaming smile. Her lightly tanned body can only be described as voluptuous, with large firm boobs
whose rising nipples soon disclose her enjoyment of her work. A slight accent adds to her sexiness,
as does her playful responsiveness to any approach. Nina provides a really enjoyable and
memorable GFE.

The Story:

Greeted with smiles, cuddles, intense French kissing and lots of fondling in all the right places, it
was not difficult to quickly settle on my usual choice of the House Special. Mutual undressing, more
kissing and a little breast relief soon had my toger standing to attention. Quickly into the shower,
where all the sexy kissing, fondling, slipping and sliding nearly brought me to an early climax.

Back in the bedroom, mutual drying before the mirror led on to my feasting on her boobs and a
closer inspection of her Brazilian. Next, onto the bed and a massage from Nina?s soft, attentive
hands which soon had me tingling all over and eager to move on to something more mutually
attentive. Once I was covered, Nina set to work and her oral technique was sheer delight which I
returned as R.O. to her obvious pleasure, being praised with both groans and words for the
persistent activity of my tongue on her pussy.

Full sex followed and I can highly recommend Nina?s cowgirl which allows visual admiration of her
of her ample boobs to be supplemented by fondling of same and then pulling her down for more
deep kissing and a long cuddle at my climax.

Finally, as she cleaned me up, Nina relaxed into some friendly chat including her experiences of the
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occupational hazard of being recognised away from her workplace. Once both of us were back in
our clothes, more kisses and cuddles sent me away a happy and contented man who had just
enjoyed a really great GFE.
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